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You've got the Escalade
Benz and the house boy ya paid
He doesn't have the nicest car
Lives with his friends and he works 2 jobs
He flies me out of town just for the niht
When I need him he's right by my side
He give's me pretty things that I could flaunt
But he gives me what I really want

A fancy crib
Fly car
Iced out perfection so it seems
The other takes the time to satisfy my inner needs
I'm not naive I know that you can't live on love alone
But the situation's got me so confused
And I stay up all night just thinking

What's a girl to do
Lovin' both of you 
Do I pick the baller
Do I take the one
Who is always nice
And make sure to call her
What's a girl to do when she's got to choose
Should I roll with the player
Do I take the ice
Or pick the one who treats me right

You pick me up at night
Take me and show me a real good time
Yet again it blows my mind
Your card got declined so we're usin' mine
On the other hand the other man knows he can handle
me
Cuz when it comes to what I want

Expenses don't mean a thing

A fancy crib
Fly car
Iced out perfection so it seems
The other takes the time to satisfy my inner needs
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I'm not naive I know that you can't live on love alone
But the situation's got me so confused
And I stay up all night just thinking

What's a girl to do
Lovin' both of you 
Do I pick the baller
Do I take the one
Who is always nice
And make sure to call her
What's a girl to do when she's got to choose
Should I roll with the player
Do I take the ice
Or pick the one who treats me right

Oh it's a very complicated situation
I can't keep on with the constant hesitation
So here's what I'm gonna do
Hold on to both of you
I've got the world in my hand

What's a girl to do
Lovin' both of you 
Do I pick the baller
Do I take the one
Who is always nice
And make sure to call her
What's a girl to do when she's got to choose
Should I roll with the player
Do I take the ice
Or pick the one who treats me right
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